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Instantaneous Gas Water Heaters

Hot Water the Traditional Way

At Gas Terminalling, we focus on helping people enjoy
everyday life, be it in the home, at work or for leisure. With
Bosch’s Instantaneous Gas (or Tankless) Water Heaters, we
add convenience and a touch of luxury to using energy.

Storage systems, by virtue of their design
are unable to cope with modern hot water
demand, as the recovery times are often
longer than the period of use. This poses a
problem for restaurants and hotels, which
require heavy loads of hot water at interm
ittent times of the day.

Live fully…….get yourself into some hot water!!!



What is a Tankless Water Heater?

STOP heating and reheating the same
tank of water; only heat water when
you need it. Showers can be run directly from the units whilst maintaining
the chosen temperature. Because the
units are extremely efficient, they can
be run from a Lite Gas® cylinder.



Tankless Water Heater Applications

`
At home (or at the gymnasium), gone are the days when you
have to wait to take a hot bath or shower. Thanks to Bosch,
you get hot water where you want, when you want!

Work Smarter...…”safe predictable hot water all day, everyday"
At the office, factory,
hospital or hotel, our
tankless water heaters
cut energy usage by as
much as 70%, whilst
providing a continuous
and unlimited supply of
hot water. They also reduce the health risk associated with
storing large quantities of lukewarm water (a concern for
hospitals, hotels etc.)

Welcome to Reliability and Comfort!
Advantages of Going Tankless








Endless hot water delivered more efficiently
No need to turn on your generator1 again for hot water.
Save up to 70% on the cost of producing hot water
Quality German design and manufacturing
Available in Natural or LP Gas
Full electronic ignition with minimum gas consumption
Operate several hot water outlets at once

Domestic
Industrial

Standard Use
Heavy Duty Use

Bosch has been delivering the most reliable and efficient hot
water appliances to fit the lifestyles of today’s modern households. Pioneering continuous flow of water heating in the late
1800’s, Bosch has secured a name synonymous with Quality
and Innovation that continues to drive the company today. As
the winner of the 2009 Green Plumbers product of the year,
Gas Terminalling is proud to introduce Bosch tankless water
heaters to Nigeria.

Installation
Please talk to your local Gas Terminalling representative.

17e,21e,16e
32i/e,32Ci/e, 32Qi/e

Bosch is available for internal (suffix “i”) or external (suffix “e”) installations.

1

Bosch History and Experience

Contact Your Local Gas Terminalling Agent
Tel:
+234 809 430 7099 /8183 8883 39
Email:
info@gasterminalling.com

Requires some minimal electrical power from a UPS to run the electronics

Lagos Office
Plot 224, Moshood Abiola Way,
Ijora, Lagos
Tel: +234 1 9501643, +234 809 4307099

Abuja Office
Plot 36, Idu Industrial Layout,
Idu - Karimu, Abuja
Tel: +234 81 83 88 83 39

Kano Office
17 Kundila Road,
Bumpai Industrial Estate, Kano
Tel: +234 81 83 88 83 39

Ilorin Office
…..COMING SOON….

Lite Gas
www.gasterminalling.com
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